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Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
All Clark Team ANC Admin Awesome Job All Clark Team! Thank you very much everyone for your hard work and 

dedication. Stay safe!  
Clark

Jasmin Caguntas ANC Admin Jasmin has really stepped up to the extra demand and responsibility she has had of late. 
Interviewing, planning and organising everything that goes along with hiring 10 people in 2 
weeks is not an easy feat and she has done this with a calm and positive can do attitude the 
whole time. She works extremely hard, always goes above and beyond and is always a 
pleasure to work with.

Clark

Amy La Cioppa ANC Admin Amy is awesome as always! She consistently shines on whatever work she does. We are 
grateful to have you back managing Clark team! Thanks for everything! Stay safe. 

National

Ashley Howell National Projects 
Team

Ashley goes above and beyond to help the team. She brings a world of knowledge from 
various departments & skill sets to ANC, applying them in her day to day tasks. Ashley always 
takes opportunities by the horns & doesn't give up until they are executed to the best of her 
ability. She is a shining star!

National

Benjamin Taylor National Projects 
Team

Extremely hard working and positive work ethic matches to none National

Jamie Knight Sales & Account 
Management

Jamie is a superstar who just gets it done with no fuss. He is continually going above and 
beyond for his Clients and helping other areas of the business where possible. Truly 
appreciate everything you do Jamie.

National

Jennifer Norman HR & Payroll Jen is always so pleasant to work with. She always works hard and helps out other staff 
wherever she can. She's patient and caring and I love working with her and seeing her smiling 
face.

National

John Barbaro Sales & Account 
Management

John made it a personal priority to provide a social outlet for ANC employees during the last 
seven challenging months. His initiative created many fun memories and was quite possibly a 
life support system for one or more of our colleagues. He provided support, community, 
belonging and fun in a difficult time, and really importantly, he supported and advanced 
some of our One Team mentality, bringing together colleagues from across every state and 
every function - awesome! John continues to be a valued member of our ANC family, living 
our Values and the spirit of ANC's One Team philosophy every day. Thanks John!

National

Lynda Langkilde IT Nom 1. Continuous support through the month, and always having the time to respond to 
queries with clarity and detail.
Nom 2. Lynda has been awesome helping me get 2 new clients up and running with varying 
degrees of complexity and been going above and beyond with extraordinary efforts and has 
been so helpful in educating me on tasks around integrations. 

National

Navin Navaratnam IT Navin has been leading me on 2 new integrations and kept us all on track with the varied 
tasks and held the team accountable. he has great attention to detail and follows through 
and has gone the extra mile on many occasions based on his late night emails :-) . Navin has 
given me an appreciation for the operational and technology side of the business that will 
only improve how I work with new clients going forward.

National

Ray Berzins Sales & Account 
Management

Ray has been a great mentor to me as I learn my way around ANC and the opportunities we 
have been persuing. Always patient and giving with his time , he creative thinking around 
solutions has provided me with different perspectives I had not considered. This year has 
been challenging not being able to visit and meet like we normally would so we have had to 
adapt to the new normal from our very familiar home offices and persue new opportunities 
Ray  has provided the ongoing encouragement and leadership to keep momentum 
happening.

National

Talei Tinao ANC Admin Talei is awesome! managed Clark team well during difficult times and helping out with 
training the 10 newbies although she is almost due for delivery. Thanks for everything Talei, 
the team will surely miss you. Stay safe. 

National

The National Project 
Team

National Projects 
Team

The Project Team are a fantastic group of people who are supportive, caring and always want 
to help. It has been a pleasure working with them across multiple projects this year, please 
keep up the good work!

National

ONE TEAM RECOGNITION
NOMINEES FOR MONTHLY AWARDS

Congratulations to everyone who has been nominated this month.
ANC Team Members



Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Anthony Fenato Operations Anthony has been invaluable of late. Has been so supportive in many different ways. He has 

been given a tough task to establish so many drivers days in such a short time each morning 
on top of all the issues that arise.
He has saved the day for me on a number of occasions, and at times for issues that have 
nothing to do with Sydney. Would be great to see him recognised 

NSW

Brooke Johnson Operations Brooke has been with ANC for only a short time but has shown enthusiasm & taken on any 
job given to her. She is an asset to the company 

NSW

Jagrati Gurnasinghani Recruitment and 
Compliance

Nom 1. Jagrati has done an exceptional job in the I-Way compliance space, working through 
the huge task at hand in a calm and reasoned approach.  What was once viewed as nearly 
impossible is in great shape; this was achieved whilst also undertaking her day to day 
responsibilities - thank you and truly well done
Nom 2. Forever a positive influence to have around. A beautiful person, hard worker and 
awesome Team player. Just love her :)

NSW

Jessica Quealey Operations Jess has shown great loyalty for ANC with the going beyond the scope of works set out 
putting in extra hours for Pet Circle and helping her fellow employees with assistance when 
needed. 

NSW

Karen Hancock Operations Karen is very helpful and dedicated, she is always helping others and ensuring things run as 
smooth as possible for her team

NSW

Leon Viles Operations Leon always gives 120% to all that he does.  Can always count on Leon to give us a hand 
whenever we need him. thanks for the constant support Leon.

NSW

Nick Kotevski Operations Nick, puts in a mind boggling amount of time to his job. Over the last month I have seen how 
hard Nick works with clients like Pet Circle. When you see him up till 2am to ensure the 
clients work is covered, then get a call from him at 8am to make sure everything is going ok 
you know you have got some dedicated to the role and company. 

NSW

Allison Leithner Operations Did amazing under the pressure of filling in for one of the main allocators in our office whilst 
he was on leave

QLD

Damian Lloyd Operations Damian has taken charge of an entire warehouse and fleet of drivers to help ANC with their 
newest client Pet Circle. Damian is a great asset to the team and has brought great skills into 
this implementation.

QLD

Derek Simpson Operations Derek has done a great job in helping me first thing in the morning when I was covering for 
another team member, which I much appreciate. Thanks Derek

QLD

Eve Hepburn Operations Eve has only been a part of our team for a short time but has settled in like a champ. Keep up 
the great work Eve! 

QLD

Jamie Nash Operations Nom 1. Stays positive and motivated
Nom 2. Nothing is too hard for this man. At whatever time of day or night, he is polite, 
professional, dedicated and resourceful to ensure we deliver the best possible outcomes to 
our clients. You're a star Nash!

QLD

Jenny Hatch Operations Always putting in the hard work and helping where she can. QLD
Sandra-Lee Rose Recruitment and 

Compliance
Nom 1. Sandra has exceeded expectations since she started this role and it can be seen in the 
amount and caliber of new recruits to ANC QLD. She has brought a great attitude and 
perspective to the role and continues to excel every day.
Nom 2. Sandra has done a great job with recruitment! Communication with the team has 
been awesome! Keep up the great work Sandra !! 

QLD

Maja Knezevic Operations Maja is a GUN!! She always has such a great attitude and is always happy to assist with any 
task. Keep up the great work. :)

SA

Teri Mavrangelos Operations Having Teri in the office is always an absolute pleasure. Her allocation experience is great and 
her attention to detail is second to none. Great work Teri. 

SA

Tyrone Cengarle Operations Tyrone has worked countless hours this month without any complaints especially on Pet 
Circle. He is always available to assist his team out of hours without hesitation. He is a 
pleasure to work with and makes everyone laugh every day. 

SA

Christina Sem Operations Has trained very well. tries her best to get the job done. wants to do everything perfect VIC

Dana Ivanisevic Operations Dealt with many problems over the past week. Conducted herself well and put out many 
fires. 

VIC

Gunjan Desai Operations Gunjan is such an extremely hard working team mate that always helps his colleagues out 
with anything he needs.  Gunjan cares a lot about his work and will always put in 110%. 
Thanks for everything Gunjan. 

VIC

Natalie Rozic Operations Natalie has taken on Pet Circle like a champion. Each day Pet Circle brings new challenges and 
she gives it 110% and is achieving amazing results. 

VIC

Sanyam Gupta Operations Sam is such a helpful member of the team. Sam is always willing to go above and beyond to 
help all his colleagues and all of his drivers. Thanks for everything you do!

VIC



Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Bishoy Marary 7362 Bishoy is an awesome driver in the JB TGG Team. He is constantly assisting the team and he is 

in general a lovely driver to speak to. Keep up the great work :)
NSW

Glen Ellis 384 Glen started with ANC in 1990 and just goes about his business without any fuss. He drives 
down from Bateau Bay every day completing runs for Ausgrid,Council of City of Sydney, 
Colgate, Telstra etc. Glen is a true professional who cares about his customer, no one really 
knows how much these run drivers do behind the scenes without complaint, turning up every 
day, Glen gets my Top Bloke award.

NSW

Jay Norman 614 Jay continues to set the gold standard for Drivers not only in Sydney, but for ANC Nationally. 
Jay continues to go above and beyond for ANC, Bunnings and their customers. Stores 
continue to ask for Jay specifically for any job that requires confidence and certainty. Nothing 
is too hard for Jay and this is evidenced by the repeated requests for him to work out of one 
of the Trade Centres. It's tough work but Jay doesn't flinch when asked and has the best 
possible attitude. Appreciate everything he does

NSW

Manjinder Sharma 7028 Nom 1. Manjinder is the dedicated driver for Kogan NSW and does an amazing job by 
providing a high level of service, demonstrating professionalism, and does everything needed 
to exceed the delivery experience for the customer. A worthy nomination and should be 
recognised and rewarded for his efforts.
Nom 2. Mani is an amazing PC and honest. He's making sure that issues are being addressed 
to drivers so it won't happen again in the future.

NSW

Zoren Jozefcak 451 Zoran has been helping out in relation to covering the wollongong area.  Always find Zoran 
pleasant to deal with

NSW

Donald Lee 52 Donald is always willing to help us out, especially late afternoons, his work ethic is great and 
he is truly appreciated.

QLD

Malik Parveen 807 Malik is an awesome driver who is always willing to help in anyway he can. QLD
Timo Faaumumu 802 Timo is one of our new drivers and he has definitely made a great impression. Timo is a great 

driver who is doing his best to help the team in every way possible. 
QLD

Ahmad Hussiani 3501 Ahmad is an integral member of the ANC Blackwoods team whose primary role is the 
Construction Run however he is always willing to help other drivers or cover runs when 
drivers are away. He also makes himself available for other work when he has completed 
Blackwoods.

VIC
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